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Make Every Girl Want You

This book is the complete guide to meeting women, approaching them, getting their contact
information, asking them out, planning a first date, having great sex, and building a stronger
relationship. The authors, 2 average guys who were pathetic with women utnil they set out on a
mission to better understand women, share everything they learned on their journey. They became
friends with numerous girls and now understand everything - from how women want to be
appraoched to what they are looking for on a first date, from what makes them sleep with a man to
what makes them stay in a relationship. Fate and Reil, co-founders of the successful personal
advice website, Make Every Girl Want You, have taught thousands of men how to meet more
women, have more sex, and build stronger relationships.
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For starters, I have to compliment this book because it actually advocates being a nicer person to
attract women, and it does not tell you to do stuff like "negging" or acting "cocky and funny" or any
of the other foolish things you are likely to find in other books on this topic. This book actually
advocates treating people as people, which is quite rare in this genre. And the authors are spot on
correct in their assertion that "jerks" get women because they've got other things going for them. But
CCR, ( compliments, compassion, and reassurance) as a dating concept, has two massive
flaws:1.Unless you sincerely care about her as a person, you will never be able to pull CCR off
convincingly. If you do care about her, then you don't need CCR because you will do 99% of it
naturally.2.Guys are going to pick this book up and use it like any other layguide and chase around

a bunch of women they really don't have a shot with. It's going to bust a lot of guy's bubbles, but
women can be just as visual as men when it comes to selecting partners, and if it is just sex, then
they are exactly as visual as men. CCR can win you a lot of female friendships, but if she isn't into
you physically, then you are going to get no further with her than you will with these other
layguides.I like CCR as a concept, but I don't think it is very useful as a dating strategy, because if
you have to fake it, you are going to blow it, and if you're genuine, you don't really need it. But the
good thing about this book is that it can help put a lot of guys into the right, positive mindset about
women by reminding them that women are people too with their own feelings and needs. Most
books on this topic tell men all the wrong things and simply furthers their slide into misogyny and
loneliness.
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